
Answer below

NON SEQUITUR by Wiley

BLONDIE by Dean Young and John Marshall

HI & LOIS by Chance Browne

HAGAR THE HORRIBLE by Chris Browne

SNUFFY SMITH by Fred Lasswell
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ACROSS
1 Bovine chew
4 Film critic Pauline
8 Monastery heads

14 S.A. country
15 Sea bird
16 Hall-of-Famer Phil
17 Necessary part of a

score
19 Kuralt’s successor
20 Central
21 Hebrew letter
23 “The Man Who Fell

to Earth” author
24 Streaking
26 Blood channel
28 Composer Respighi
30 Scold persistently
33 Stock
36 4-string guitars
37 Italian article
38 “Fiesque” composer
39 Invalidate
41 Frankenstein’s

flunky
42 Signed off on
43 Small European

barracuda
44 Smoke mass
45 Ask for alms
46 Veal-in-wine dish
49 Metal bolt
51 Green-eyed?
55 Singer Lopez
57 Milk choice
59 Plaster backing
60 Small weights
62 Dramatic

composition

64 Invalidate
65 Our moon
66 Old French coin

67 __ Isle, MI
68 Plane-crash grp.
69 Old Sony recording

format

DOWN
1 Former governor of

New York
2 Of the city
3 Veneration given to

saints
4 Small barrel
5 Noah’s peak
6 Intestine: pref.
7 Most August babies
8 “Wheel of Fortune”

buy
9 Small bars

10 Sire
11 Botswana basin
12 Counselor to Capt.

Picard
13 Lays a lawn
18 All told
22 Japanese verse
25 Fractional ending
27 Like Nash’s lama

29 Approach quickly
31 Jesus of baseball
32 Encircle with a belt
33 Shapeless form
34 Profligate
35 1989 Jane Fonda

movie
39 Polygonal projection
40 Sits on eggs
41 Philippines port
43 Russians, once
44 Fifth of MXXV
47 Capital on the

Mediterranean
48 Emasculates
50 Peruvian ancients
52 Moved a dinghy
53 City near Syracuse
54 Raise one’s voice
55 Chinese secret

society
56 One who’s sorry

now
58 Cologne to

Germans
61 Behold
63 Bill at the bar
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Bridge
by Frank Stewart

Being agreeable

Feverfew commonly used for migraines
Dear Dr. Roach: I read

your recent column on cluster
headaches and would like to
add a comment. I am a 56-year-
old woman and started get-
ting these headaches around
20 years old. They became
even worse as I went through
my career, likely induced by
stress. Usually these were
helped with Relpax if caught
early, or Fioricet, which made
me feel lethargic the next
day. I am still going full speed
ahead in my career, but I’ve
added an herbal supplement
to my daily regimen.

I started taking feverfew
and have not had a headache
since September of 2012.

I would love to see doctors
offer these supplements as
an option rather than drugs
that are both expensive and
addictive. I have had fantastic
results and would encourage
you to check out feverfew as a
recommendation to those suf-
fering from cluster or tension
headaches. — S.L.

Feverfew is a commonly
used herbal supplement,
especially for prevention of
migraine headache. Although
feverfew appears to be safe, a
review of five trials on fever-
few found that three of the
trials showed effectiveness,
while two others showed that
it was no better than placebo.

I couldn’t find any good
data supporting the use of
feverfew to prevent cluster
headache (a very distinct type
of headache that is different
from migraine) or for tension
headaches. What concerns
me about your previous treat-
ment is that you apparently
weren’t tried on any preven-
tive treatment at all, and
you were treated with opi-
ate drugs, which are seldom
used in migraine, and have
potential for habituation and
dependence.

I think feverfew is worth
trying for some people with
chronic migraine. The B
vitamin riboflavin also has
been found to be helpful for
preventing attacks. However,
cluster headaches are treated
differently.

Dear Dr. Roach: We hear
so much about fiber being
good for you, but I would like
to know if it can be too much
of a good thing, even if you
build up to a high amount
gradually? For some time,
I had been having an upset
stomach that encompassed
my entire abdomen (upper
and lower), along with a nau-
seated sensation. When I cut
way back on my fiber intake,
things began to improve. Now
I am not experiencing any dis-
comfort. Could this have been
from overdoing it on the fiber?
I know fiber affects your diges-
tive tract, but can it also cause
discomfort as high up as the
esophagus? I would appreci-

ate it if you could advise as to
how much daily fiber an adult
should consume. — Anon.

Too much of anything is
bad, and it sounds like you
did exceed your limit on fiber.
The distention certainly could
explain the symptoms you
experienced, and the fact that
it is better helps confirm it.

Distention — that is,
enlargement of part of the GI
tract beyond its normal limits
— causes a poorly localized
discomfort and nausea. The
fact that it felt as high as the
esophagus doesn’t necessar-
ily mean the esophagus was
involved, as the ability of the
body to localize this sensation
is poor. The guidelines say 25
grams a day or so of fiber for
women and 35 or so for men
— that’s from food, not from
supplements. Most people
don’t get as much as this, and
some will tolerate much more.
However, you have to listen to
your body.

DENNIS THE MENACE by Hank Ketcham

THE FAMILY CIRCUS by Bil Keane

BEETLE BAILEY by Mort Walker
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Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle based
on a 9x9 grid with several given num-
bers. The object is to place the numbers
1 to 9 in the empty squares so that each
row, each column and each 3x3 box con-
tains the same number only once. The
difficulty level of the Conceptis Sudoku
increases from Monday to Sunday.
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